While we try to give you enough information to successfully implement these
ideas, please realize the actual experience of the sessions could be different than what you see below.
That’s the beauty of Orff Schulwerk in action! You are encouraged to adapt your plans based on the
experiences of the students. Additionally, we cannot print full melodies due to copyright constraints.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How can you build a big, performance-ready experience from a simple starting place, such as a book?
Let’s go!

Like a Windy Day by Frank Asche & Devin Asch

Introduction: As class begins, play a melody on the alto recorder for children to listen to. This melody
will come back later and be learned by the students. We picked a melody, (pg. 91, #1a) from Music for
Children Vol. I by Orff/Keetman, and using ideas from our book, set the following words to it:
“Hear the wind blow,
Ready to go,
Trav’ling across,
the world that we know.”
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To continue learning the melody, and prepare future movement activities, use a stretchy band to help
students feel and move in a ¾ meter as they first listen and then sing the words.
Main Idea: Read the book to students, singing the following line, “I want to play like a windy day…” set
to a melody from Music for Children Vol. I, pg. 79, #2.
Depending on your students, you may want to ask guiding questions before reading the book to
ensure they are listening and paying attention. One question may be… “Which movement words did the
authors use to describe the wind?” (Emphasize words like, “crash, lift, blowing through the green grass,
fly with the leaves, blow breezes blow, etc.).

In an Orff Schulwerk classroom, the idea is to have the students create a speech-piece
(complementary rhythmic speech ideas to be layered and performed together), but today we will give
you this one:
Clapping:

Snap/Clap/Stamp:

Once parts are learned, layer the ostinati in the order that you choose. Next steps: transfer the body
percussion to unpitched percussion instruments. (Think of timbre and length of rhythms).
Putting More Together: One way to study and learn the melody of “I want to play like a windy day,”
which we sang while reading the book, is to present pieces of the melody for students to analyze and
place in the correct order. (Do this in a way that suits what your students know. Maybe it’s the rhythm
only, maybe it’s the solfege written out, perhaps it’s on a modified staff, or a full staff).
Transfer a melody to a barred instrument—using solfege is a highly effective, particularly if your
students work with it a lot. Remove the “BFF’s” to create a C pentatonic. Display “do re mi -- so la -- do”
in your classroom, and students will see the connection between the missing bars and the missing
solfege, and can use that visual guide to determine the melody, instead of being given the note names,
along with beginning to develop their aural skills!

Rhythm Building Blocks
Building blocks are the most commonly found combinations of rhythms in folk songs/children’s chants.
Below are the six most basic:

1. Q Q

2. Q QR

3. QR Q

4. QR QR

5. Q A

6. QR A

5. WI

6. Q Q A

Today’s work is in three, so we chose to use the following rhythms:

1. Q Q Q

2. W Q

3. Q QR Q

4. QR QR QR

Keeping in mind the rhythms from “I want to play like a windy day,” work to pick out four more
measures to use to “complete” the idea. From rhythm, determine the melody. What do you want your
tonal center, or “home note” to be? This piece can be either “E” or “A.” What sounds better to your ear?
•
•
•

When writing melodies, remember that there should be more step-wise motions and small
skips, rather than leaps.
It’s okay to repeat ideas or pitches to make it easier to remember
Emphasize the home note, and lead to it at the end

Putting it All Together for a Performance:
1. “Hear the Wind Blow”
a. We learned to sing the melody
b. We began experimenting with movement in three
c. Add movement to the melody
d. Add in “B” sections of creative movement in between singing the melody with sound
gestures or silence behind it
e. Add a drone (bordun) behind the melody to fill out the presentation (taken from pg. 84,
#6, MFC, Vol. I, and adapted).
2. “Windy Sounds Speech Piece”
a. We spoke it and layered it
b. We added body percussion to the speech and layered it
c. We could change body percussion to unpitched percussion and layer it
d. We could add in “B” and “C” sections with improvisation between different instruments
3. “I Want to Play Like a Windy Day”
a. Perform our melody as composed (beginning written in MFC, Vol. I, pg. 79, #2)
b. Add improvised sections on barred instruments, or unpitched percussion in between
our melody
c. Add movement to our melody
d. Create a rhythmic ostinato to play with the melody
e. Add a drone or bordun to play with the melody
Whatever you end up doing—have fun! Gather input from your students! Enjoy the creative process!

Want to learn more? Here’s how!
•
•

Visit our booth in the exhibit hall!
Attend Prairie Winds Orff workshops and chapter shares! You do not need to be a member to
attend!*
Spring Chapter Workshop with Paul Cribari
April 7, 2018, 9 am – 4 pm, Red Trail Elementary, Mandan
Chapter Share
April 28, 2018, 10 am – 1 pm, Hoeven Elementary, Minot
Fall Chapter Workshop with Paul Weller
October 6, 2018, 9 am – 4 pm, Bismarck/Mandan Elementary TBA
*Chapter membership does include all workshop registration costs (instead of paying
per workshop at a higher rate), as well as opportunities to earn scholarships and continuing
education credits.

• Attend Orff Level I at the University of Mary in Bismarck!
Weekdays, June 4-15, 2018
Visit https://www.prairiewindsorff.com/umary-orff-levels.html for more details
•

Visit our website for more information: www.prairiewindsorff.com

•

Visit the American Orff-Schulwerk Association’s website: www.aosa.org

